
Disabled  NPC  of  the  Week:
Zentha Beijor
September 20, 2021

Zentha  Beijor  is  a  high  elf  Artificer  (Artillerist)  with
Hypermobility Syndrome from this week’s Accessible Adventure of
the Week: Fey & Fortune.

Download for free!

Disabled NPC of the Week
At  Wyrmworks  Publishing  (wyrmworkspublishing.com),  we  believe
that the more people have chances to interact with disabled
people, the more normal it will become in their lives, the more
comfortable they will be around disabled people, and the more
inclusive our world will become. To this end, we release a free
disabled character to use in your game every week to help your
players grow accustomed to disabled people in an RPG setting,
allowing them to get used to interacting with disabled people.

https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-npc-of-the-week-zentha-beijor/
https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-npc-of-the-week-zentha-beijor/
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/370283/Accessible-Adventure-of-the-Week-Fey--Fortune?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_feyfortune
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/370283/Accessible-Adventure-of-the-Week-Fey--Fortune?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_feyfortune
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/370284/Disabled-NPC-of-the-Week-Zentha-Beijor?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_zentha


Make  Lives  Better  through  Role-
Playing Games
This  character  is  one  piece  of  a  movement  within  the  D&D
community to invite, encourage, and include those who have not
been, both in the RPG community and nearly everywhere in real
life.  Wyrmworks  Publishing  is  dedicated  to  using  RPGs  to
help you make lives better, to provide tools, training, and a
community to this end. We believe that this will extend far
beyond the ever-growing RPG community as more and more people
learn, grow, and give and receive acceptance. Join the movement
by signing up for announcements!

Accessible  Adventure  of  the
Week: The Weight of Glory
September 20, 2021

I’m so sorry. I was just trying to
help!
Dad  was  a  hero  but  died  without  the  glory  he  desired  and

https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/accessible-adventure-of-the-week-the-weight-of-glory/
https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/accessible-adventure-of-the-week-the-weight-of-glory/


deserved. Can you help bring reconciliation to his grieving
child?

This  one-shot  sidequest  adventure  is  designed  for  4-5
characters,  level  5-7,  with  a  total  of  20-22  levels.

Maledos, a tiefling sorcerer, is looking for help. Their father
died in the battle, and they wish to give him a proper burial,
but the battlefield is haunted by sword wraiths who prevent the
battlefield from being disturbed. What the players don’t know is
that Maledos was the one who ended the battle with a fireball
that also killed their father, who is one of the sword wraiths.

4K Battle Maps available free to subscribers or for purchase at
DriveThruRPG.

Get it free now!

Make  Lives  Better  through  Role-
Playing Games
This  adventure  is  one  piece  of  a  movement  within  the  D&D
community to invite, encourage, and include those who have not
been, both in the RPG community and nearly everywhere in real
life. Wyrmworks Publishing is dedicated to using RPGs to help
you  make  lives  better,  to  provide  tools,  training,  and  a
community to this end. We believe that this will extend far
beyond the ever-growing RPG community as more and more people
learn, grow, and give and receive acceptance.

To that end, this adventure includes disabled NPCs just like in
real life, including a tiefling sorcerer with muscle cramps.

https://www.patreon.com/wyrmworkspublishing
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/372781/The-Weight-of-Glory-Maps?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_weightofglorymaps
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/372781/The-Weight-of-Glory-Maps?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_weightofglorymaps
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/369757/Accessible-Adventure-of-the-Week-The-Weight-of-Glory?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_weightofglory
http://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-npc-of-the-week-maledos/


This free adventure is formatted for the blind and visually
impaired.

Content Trigger Warnings
This adventure includes death and violence, undead, disapproval
by parents, and death of parents.

Disabled  NPC  of  the  Week:
Maledos
September 20, 2021

Maledos is a 5th level tiefling sorcerer who also experiences
severe muscle cramps as featured in our Accessible Adventure of
the Week: The Weight of Glory.

Download for free!

https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-npc-of-the-week-maledos/
https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-npc-of-the-week-maledos/
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https://www.dmsguild.com/product/369757/Accessible-Adventure-of-the-Week-The-Weight-of-Glory?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_weightofglory
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/369758/Disabled-NPC-of-the-Week-Maledos?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_maledos


Disabled NPC of the Week
At  Wyrmworks  Publishing  (wyrmworkspublishing.com),  we  believe
that the more people have chances to interact with disabled
people, the more normal it will become in their lives, the more
comfortable they will be around disabled people, and the more
inclusive our world will become. To this end, we release a free
disabled character to use in your game every week to help your
players grow accustomed to disabled people in an RPG setting,
allowing them to get used to interacting with disabled people.

Make  Lives  Better  through  Role-
Playing Games
This  character  is  one  piece  of  a  movement  within  the  D&D
community to invite, encourage, and include those who have not
been, both in the RPG community and nearly everywhere in real
life.  Wyrmworks  Publishing  is  dedicated  to  using  RPGs  to
help you make lives better, to provide tools, training, and a
community to this end. We believe that this will extend far
beyond the ever-growing RPG community as more and more people
learn, grow, and give and receive acceptance. Join the movement
by signing up for announcements!

Accessible  Adventure  of  the
Week: The Dour Dowry
September 20, 2021

https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/accessible-adventure-of-the-week-the-dour-dowry/
https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/accessible-adventure-of-the-week-the-dour-dowry/


Wild Horses Couldn’t Drag Him
Away
A centaur must complete an impossible quest to gain his bride,
but is he really the dark horse that can succeed?

This  one-shot  sidequest  adventure  is  designed  for  3-5
characters,  level  2-3,  with  a  total  of  8-10  levels.

4K Battle Maps available free to subscribers or for purchase at
DriveThruRPG.

Get it free now!

Make  Lives  Better  through  Role-
Playing Games
This  adventure  is  one  piece  of  a  movement  within  the  D&D
community to invite, encourage, and include those who have not
been, both in the RPG community and nearly everywhere in real
life. Wyrmworks Publishing is dedicated to using RPGs to help
you  make  lives  better,  to  provide  tools,  training,  and  a
community to this end. We believe that this will extend far

http://wyrmworkspublishing.com/enter-the-dragons-hoard/
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/372766/The-Dour-Dowry-Maps?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_dourdowrymaps
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/372766/The-Dour-Dowry-Maps?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_dourdowrymaps
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/368838/Accessible-Adventure-of-the-Week-The-Dour-Dowry?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_dourdowry


beyond the ever-growing RPG community as more and more people
learn, grow, and give and receive acceptance.

To that end, this adventure includes disabled NPCs just like in
real life, including a centaur with chronic fatigue syndrome.

This free adventure is formatted for the blind and visually
impaired.

Content Trigger Warnings
This  adventure  includes  death  and  violence,  family  ableism,
traits of pain and fatigue, and spiders.

Disabled  NPC  of  the  Week:
Jeralion the Centaur
September 20, 2021

Jeralion the Centaur from this week’s Accessible Adventure of
the Week: The Dour Dowry. Jeralion was born with a form of
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome known in centaurs as Slough (/slo͞o/)
Hoof, which causes fatigue and pain.

https://www.dmsguild.com/product/368840/Disabled-NPC-of-the-Week-Jeralion-the-Centaur?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_jeralion
https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-npc-of-the-week-jeralion-the-centaur/
https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-npc-of-the-week-jeralion-the-centaur/
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/368838/Accessible-Adventure-of-the-Week-The-Dour-Dowry?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_dourdowry
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/368838/Accessible-Adventure-of-the-Week-The-Dour-Dowry?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_dourdowry


Download for free!

Disabled NPC of the Week
At  Wyrmworks  Publishing  (wyrmworkspublishing.com),  we  believe
that the more people have chances to interact with disabled
people, the more normal it will become in their lives, the more
comfortable they will be around disabled people, and the more
inclusive our world will become. To this end, we release a free
disabled character to use in your game every week to help your
players grow accustomed to disabled people in an RPG setting,
allowing them to get used to interacting with disabled people.

Make  Lives  Better  through  Role-
Playing Games
This  character  is  one  piece  of  a  movement  within  the  D&D
community to invite, encourage, and include those who have not
been, both in the RPG community and nearly everywhere in real
life.  Wyrmworks  Publishing  is  dedicated  to  using  RPGs  to
help you make lives better, to provide tools, training, and a
community to this end. We believe that this will extend far
beyond the ever-growing RPG community as more and more people
learn, grow, and give and receive acceptance. Join the movement
by signing up for announcements!

https://www.dmsguild.com/product/368840/Disabled-NPC-of-the-Week-Jeralion-the-Centaur?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_jeralion


Accessible  Adventure  of  the
Week: Casts with Wolves
September 20, 2021

Keep the Wolves at Bay
Sheep have been dying from wolf attacks. Now, the wolves have
you surrounded, but have you been thrown to the wolves, or is
someone crying wolf?

This  one-shot  sidequest  adventure  is  designed  for  4-5
characters,  level  2-3.

Background & Synopsis
The party encounters a woman who shape-shifts between human and
wolf  form,  but  she’s  not  a  werewolf.  That  doesn’t  mean  a
werewolf isn’t lurking nearby.

Tikaani was abandoned by her mother and raised by wolves and now
leads  her  pack.  While  resting  for  the  night,  the  party  is
surrounded by the pack. Tikaani steps in and suspects that the
PCs  are  hunters.  She  doesn’t  trust  humans,  as  they’ve  been
hunting the pack. Her birth mother is a shepherd who has been
hiring hunters to hunt wolves, suspecting that they’ve been
attacking her sheep, when in reality, it’s a werewolf, which has

https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/accessible-adventure-of-the-week-casts-with-wolves/
https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/accessible-adventure-of-the-week-casts-with-wolves/
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/368127/Disabled-NPC-of-the-Week-Tikaani?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_tikaani


also killed two of the hunters she hired. The party must find
out the truth, and if they discover that the two women were
related, they must decide what to do with that information.

Help a Homeless Person by Buying This
Adventure!
PoC In TTRPGs is all about supporting and uplifting PoC in the
tabletop  space.  That  work  includes  hyping  up  the  various
creatives in the space, while also helping the non-creatives
that they belong in the space. They are unemployed, currently
homeless and disabled. A stable housing situation would aid them
immensely in working on their other issues, while giving them
more space to support other PoC. 100% of royalties from this
adventure will be donated to PoC In TTRPGs, or donate directly.

Content Trigger Warnings
This adventure includes death and violence, loss of family, loss
of a baby, a baby’s failure to thrive, abandonment by a parent,
adoption, and betrayal.

This adventure is designed for a party of characters around the
third through fifth level with a combined total of about 20
levels.

4K Battle Maps available free to subscribers or for purchase at
DriveThruRPG.

Get it free now!

https://twitter.com/pocttrpgs
https://linktr.ee/PoCinTTRPGs
http://wyrmworkspublishing.com/enter-the-dragons-hoard/
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/372765/Cast-With-Wolves-Maps?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_castswithwolvesmaps
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/372765/Cast-With-Wolves-Maps?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_castswithwolvesmaps
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/368135/Accessible-Adventure-of-the-Week-Casts-with-Wolves?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_castswithwolves


Make  Lives  Better  through  Role-
Playing Games
This  adventure  is  one  piece  of  a  movement  within  the  D&D
community to invite, encourage, and include those who have not
been, both in the RPG community and nearly everywhere in real
life. Wyrmworks Publishing is dedicated to using RPGs to help
you  make  lives  better,  to  provide  tools,  training,  and  a
community to this end. We believe that this will extend far
beyond the ever-growing RPG community as more and more people
learn, grow, and give and receive acceptance.

To that end, this adventure includes disabled NPCs just like in
real  life,  including  a  druid  with  intrusive  thoughts  and
vertigo.

This free adventure is formatted for the blind and visually
impaired.

Disabled  NPC  of  the  Week:
Tikaani �
September 20, 2021

http://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-npc-of-the-week-tikaani-%f0%9f%90%ba/
http://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-npc-of-the-week-tikaani-%f0%9f%90%ba/
https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-npc-of-the-week-tikaani-%f0%9f%90%ba/
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From this week’s Accessible Adventure of the Week, Casts with
Wolves, we bring you Tikaani, a 3rd level Circle of the Moon
Druid.

Tikaani was abandoned by her mother and raised by wolves and now
leads her pack. She is challenged by intrusive thoughts and
vertigo.

Download for free!

Disabled NPC of the Week
At  Wyrmworks  Publishing  (wyrmworkspublishing.com),  we  believe
that the more people have chances to interact with disabled
people, the more normal it will become in their lives, the more
comfortable they will be around disabled people, and the more
inclusive our world will become. To this end, we release a free
disabled character to use in your game every week to help your
players grow accustomed to disabled people in an RPG setting,
allowing them to get used to interacting with disabled people.

Make  Lives  Better  through  Role-
Playing Games
This  character  is  one  piece  of  a  movement  within  the  D&D
community to invite, encourage, and include those who have not
been, both in the RPG community and nearly everywhere in real
life.  Wyrmworks  Publishing  is  dedicated  to  using  RPGs  to
help you make lives better, to provide tools, training, and a
community to this end. We believe that this will extend far
beyond the ever-growing RPG community as more and more people

https://www.dmsguild.com/product/368135/Accessible-Adventure-of-the-Week-Casts-with-Wolves?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_castswithwolves
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/368135/Accessible-Adventure-of-the-Week-Casts-with-Wolves?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_castswithwolves
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/368135/Accessible-Adventure-of-the-Week-Casts-with-Wolves?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_castswithwolves
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/368127/Disabled-NPC-of-the-Week-Tikaani?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_tikaani


learn, grow, and give and receive acceptance. Join the movement
by signing up for announcements!

Accessible  Adventure  of  the
Week: The Dark Watchman
September 20, 2021

As the river carves its way through the marsh, the Watchman, a
500 foot tall lighthouse, overlooks the passing ships, lighting
their way and alerting them to dangers that would lurk in the
shadows. But what happens when the shadows extinguish the light,
and what purpose do they have?

This adventure is designed for a party of characters around the
third through fifth level with a combined total of about 20
levels.

4K Battle Maps available free to subscribers or for purchase at
DriveThruRPG.

Get it free now!

https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/accessible-adventure-of-the-week-the-dark-watchman/
https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/accessible-adventure-of-the-week-the-dark-watchman/
http://wyrmworkspublishing.com/enter-the-dragons-hoard/
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/372764/The-Dark-Watchman-Maps?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_darkwatchmanmaps
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/372764/The-Dark-Watchman-Maps?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_darkwatchmanmaps
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/367822/Accessible-Adventure-of-the-Week-The-Dark-Watchman?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_darkwatchman


Make  Lives  Better  through  Role-
Playing Games
This  adventure  is  one  piece  of  a  movement  within  the  D&D
community to invite, encourage, and include those who have not
been, both in the RPG community and nearly everywhere in real
life. Wyrmworks Publishing is dedicated to using RPGs to help
you  make  lives  better,  to  provide  tools,  training,  and  a
community to this end. We believe that this will extend far
beyond the ever-growing RPG community as more and more people
learn, grow, and give and receive acceptance.

To that end, this adventure includes disabled NPCs just like in
real life, including an archer with back and neck stiffness.

This free adventure is formatted for the blind and visually
impaired.

Content Trigger Warnings
This adventure includes topics of violence, death, and spiders.

Disabled  NPC  of  the  Week:
Wynford Teague
September 20, 2021

http://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-npc-of-the-week-wynford-teague/
https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-npc-of-the-week-wynford-teague/
https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-npc-of-the-week-wynford-teague/


Wynford Teague, from the adventure, The Dark Watchman, is a
human lighthouse keeper and archer with back and neck stiffness.

Download for free!

Disabled NPC of the Week
At  Wyrmworks  Publishing  (wyrmworkspublishing.com),  we  believe
that the more people have chances to interact with disabled
people, the more normal it will become in their lives, the more
comfortable they will be around disabled people, and the more
inclusive our world will become. To this end, we release a free
disabled character to use in your game every week to help your
players grow accustomed to disabled people in an RPG setting,
allowing them to get used to interacting with disabled people.

Make  Lives  Better  through  Role-
Playing Games
This  character  is  one  piece  of  a  movement  within  the  D&D
community to invite, encourage, and include those who have not
been, both in the RPG community and nearly everywhere in real
life.  Wyrmworks  Publishing  is  dedicated  to  using  RPGs  to
help you make lives better, to provide tools, training, and a

http://wyrmworkspublishing.com/accessible-adventure-of-the-week-the-dark-watchman/
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/367823/Disabled-NPC-of-the-Week-Wynford-Teague?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_wynfordteague


community to this end. We believe that this will extend far
beyond the ever-growing RPG community as more and more people
learn, grow, and give and receive acceptance. Join the movement
by signing up for announcements!

Disabled  NPC  of  the  Week:
Keyrie Hazelgrove
September 20, 2021

Keyrie Hazelgrove, from the adventure, Save the Queen!, is a
high elf druid with a pseudodragon sidekick. Keyrie also has
Sensory Processing Disorder.

Download for free!

Disabled NPC of the Week
At  Wyrmworks  Publishing  (wyrmworkspublishing.com),  we  believe
that the more people have chances to interact with disabled
people, the more normal it will become in their lives, the more

https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/disabled-npc-of-the-week-keyrie-hazelgrove/
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comfortable they will be around disabled people, and the more
inclusive our world will become. To this end, we release a free
disabled character to use in your game every week to help your
players grow accustomed to disabled people in an RPG setting,
allowing them to get used to interacting with disabled people.

Make  Lives  Better  through  Role-
Playing Games
This  character  is  one  piece  of  a  movement  within  the  D&D
community to invite, encourage, and include those who have not
been, both in the RPG community and nearly everywhere in real
life.  Wyrmworks  Publishing  is  dedicated  to  using  RPGs  to
help you make lives better, to provide tools, training, and a
community to this end. We believe that this will extend far
beyond the ever-growing RPG community as more and more people
learn, grow, and give and receive acceptance. Join the movement
by signing up for announcements!


